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Explorations into cultural and
ritualistic themes are the thnrst of
the experimental danee/theater
work of performers Sara Pearson
and Patrik Widrig.

The darrcer/eboreographer duo
exercise this subject matter in four
performance pieces running at the
Wagqn Train Project's ?th Street
Loft.

The 9G'minute show opens with
the premiere of a new piece, 'If
Wishes Were Horses, Beggars
Would Ride," featuring a cast of lo
cal performers, as well as Widrig
and the duo's assistant, Mirah Mori-
arty.

Utilizing video, slides, the dra-
matic word and dance, the 30-minute
piece addresses intergenerational
communication and the oonnection
between present and past via mem-
oirs and personal histories.

Revealed are short verbal snip
pets that are pensonal and public,
private and profound, humorous and
sad, sober and enlightening.

This feeling of juxtaposition is of-
ten mirrored in the danee move-
ments, which are mercurial and
animated, then deliberate and

On stage

f Whet'lf Wshes Were
I'lorses. . ."

I lUhere: 7th Sbeet Loft,
Wagon Train Project, 504
S. Seventh St.

I lVhen: 7:30 tonight,2 aN
7:30 p.m. Saturday

I fickets: Suqggested
contribution, $1 0 adults,
$5 students

poised. Yet a counterbalance seenrs
to exist on both extremes.

There is some apprehension
throughout the piece - it must be
remembered that many of the per-
formers are novices to such per-
formance pieces - but some fine
and confident moments come from
Widrig and Moriarty, as well as
Wayne Foster, Brent Martin and
GailOgden.

Some chafing occu$ with the
combination of slides and daneing.

The visual pull between the two
makes it difficult to focus on either
one.

Pearson comrnands the stage
with ease and confidenee in the best
piece of the night "Dr. Pearson's
Guide to Loss and Fear.'The short
movement/voicre pieee, punctuated
by decisive and sharply controlled
motions, amusingly probes her anxi-
eties about absent characteristies
and virtues.

This is followed by a marvelously
Iimber Widrig, donning a '30s per-
sona and offering a slyly gliding
dance interpretation set to musie by
FatsWaller.

The concluding dance pieee,'Or-
dinary Festivals," celebrates tradi-
tions and rituals centered around
feasting and revelry with pleasant
ethnie Russian/Balkan trappings.

The piece - featuring perform-
anees by Pearson, Widrig and
Moore, plus Sheri Cohen-Vollmer,
Chi Estes, Wendy lrcdes, Cindy
Radtke, Katie Schroeder as well as
Moore and Ogden from the opening
segment - is a warmly joyful effort
astir with consanguineous heritage
and custom.

With the daneers in a variety of
raven black raiment, the approach
to the piece is often whimsical and
unfettered, melding ceremony into
frenzied liberation.


